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To plant no-till use the old rows
NEWARK, DE Farmers who

want to plant no-till into row crop
residues often ask if they should
plant directly over old rows or in
the row middles.

Stevens said some type of row
modifications may also benefit no-
till corn.

“Farmers who are sold on the
moisture saving, soil building
advantages of a no-tillage cover
crop aresharing their ideas on how
to improve corn seedling

she said. “This year,
for example, the Ross brothers in
Laurel, Del., observed faster
seedling emergence and growth in
areas where the vetch mulch was
pulled slightly away from the seed
slot. They’re now experimenting
with a device placed between the
fluted coulter and double disk
openers that will accomplish this
for their 1983plantings.”

A second year ofresearch at the
University of Delaware
Agriculutural Experiment Station
confirms that row placement can
have important effects on no-till
com planted after soybeans,
especially on sandy soil such as
Evesboro loamysand.

Cheryl Stevens, master’s degree
candidate in the department of
plant science, has been working on
this project with her advisor,
agronomist William H. Mitchell.
She recently reported on their
findings.

The seed placement study was
conducted at the university's
Georgetown substation. It was
undertaken because soybeans in a
reduced tillage program arerarely
followed by cover crops on
Delmarva, and this can lead to
compacted soil. Additional com-
paction results from wheel traffic-
especially between rows.

Compaction in the wheel tracks
can extend well below the soil
surface, reducing water in-
filtration and restricting root
growth, Stevens said. Recent
samples taken in a chisel-plowed
field showed that water infiltration
rates were 9/16-inch per hour over
the row versus a much slower V-
inch per hour in row middles
compacted by the tractor at
planting.

Also, no-tillage soil is usually
colder thanplowed and disked soil.
For this reason, no-tillage plan-
tings are often delayed until soil
warms.

directly over the previous year’s
soybean rows with com planted in
soybean row middles. In 1981, and
again this year, we observed a real
advantage to planting right over
those soybean rows into a seedbed
that had not been compacted by
wheel traffic for two cropping
seasons.” Decomposing soybean
roots, besides providing nitrogen,
may leave channels in the soil and
so contribute to this on-row ad-
vantage.

At Georgetown, no-tillage
planting on the row produced com
plants that were taller in the early
part of the season, with larger leaf
areas. Where banded diam-
monium phosphate was used as a
planter fertilizer, on-row plantings
had less visible symptoms of
manganese deficiency than those
in row middles. These results were
most apparent in early plantings
(April 7,1981, and March 31, 1982)
when soil temperatures were
relatively low at planting, Stevens
said.

Their experience suggests that
some type of row modification of
the no-tillage seedbed may be the
key to improved soil
mositure/temperature conditions
under a cover crop mulch, Stevens
said. This may be especially im-
portant as farmers shoot for high
yields by planting no-till corn
early.

Stevens and Mitchell’s row
placement experiments have in-
cluded plots where the soil directly
over the row was worked into a
ridge using hiliers attached to the
planter unit. Though this type of
ridge planting has not yet led to
significant improvements in no-
tiUage stands, they feel it is a step
toward achieving the desired
results.In both years, mid-silking oc-

curred two to five days earlier in
plots planted on the row. Though
1982 yields won’t be available until
later in September, 1981 results
showed better yields for on-row
placement thanfor plotsplanted m
row middles (152 versus 113
bushels per acre).

More ideas are needed from
farmers, researchers and the farm
machinery industry, Stevens said,
to perfect a method of row
modification that improves no-
tillage performance under a wider
range ofplanting conditions.

“With these factors in mind,”
Stevens said, “we have been
comparing no-till corn planted

ideal for conservation planting practices, as well as con-
ventional methods.

IH develops planter
CHICAGO, 111. Conservation

tillage practices have becomevery
popular in recent years and the
trend to conservation planting is
gaining momentum, according to
Joe Neville, the International
Harvester Product Information
Manager for crop production
implements.

Neville said the key to making
the switch to minimum-till or no-
till planting is finding a planter
that can handle tough planting
conditions.

tillage or no-till planters in a
number of ways. One way-isto add
a coulter (a sharp cutting disk) in
frontof the seedfurrow opener and
weight and strength to the planter
framing so it penetrates tough soil
and withstands the roughness of
trashyfields.

“International Harvester took a
different approach,” Neville said.
“Many fanners are likely to
changetheir tillage practices freon
time to time to control weeds,
insect or disease problems that
could develop under surface
residue preserving practices.
That’s one reason International
Harvester developeda planter that
is ideal for conservation planting
practices as well as the more
traditional planting methods,” he
said.

“Reduced tillage and no-till
planting presents several major
challenges for a planter,” said
Neville. The planter has to cut
through surface trash, open the
seed trench, achieve good seed-soil
contact, maintain uniform depth
control and adequately cover the
seed.

Major farm equipment
manufacturers are meeting the
challenge of producing minimum
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